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Red Tide 

 
 

 
 

 

Because of our mothers, Nick is forced to play with me. The moms met on the Kenilworth 

tennis courts at the beginning of summer. It’s too hot for Cape Town and my mother takes the 

heat personally, sulking in a pool chair on the beige lawn, staring at the brown hole where the 

pool will go, but not this summer, next summer, so my father says. Most days, Mom and Dawn lie 

topless under the avocado tree. They smoke Bennie and Hennies and exhale blame before you 

do anything, before you even ask for a Marie biscuit. We stay away.  

Dawn’s son Nick has a thick pink mouth and wet glinty eyes that hold dirty games, like 

Doctor Doctor. We take turns flashing each other, or some days we just play cricket. Or make a 

chlorine bomb. His arms are as thin as knives and just as vicious. He twists my wrists into 

Chinese bangles and I pinch thin bits of his skin until he has his own tears. We are seven and 

nine.  

On Guy Fawkes Day, we hover closer to our mothers, wanting fireworks but my mom 

says we can’t have any because the Afrikaner government has banned them. Instead she gives 

us each a box of Lion matches. “Here are some matches, children. Now go and play.” 

We light the matches and try to burn our fingerprints off. The tips of our fingers puff 

smooth as Kojak lollipops and just as shiny-red. It hurts like mad, but I let Nick do it to me 

because he says it is initiation and we can be a gang, a gang of two.  

The next year Guy Fawkes is the same. Still no pool, and the moms are topless under 

the avocado tree, with stories about husbands for each other. Here are some matches, children. 

Now go and play. This time, they give us their cigarette butts when we ask and we press holes 

into Checkers shopping bags with them. Nick makes me touch the drips of melted plastic. He bets 
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me fifty cents I won’t, so I do. A piece of yellow drills into my hand but I catch my scream before it 

starts, bite it into my cheek where it turns to blood instead. He watches me, his lashy eyes 

missing nothing, wanting something, I cannot see.  

 

 

Nick and I will get married and have two children, a boy and a girl. That is what I have 

decided now that I am eleven and he is thirteen. I have scraped his initial onto my wrist with a 

compass and filled in the raw skin with fountain pen ink. This is how you make a tattoo, but mine 

isn’t deep enough; I was too scared to push the pin further in.  

Nick goes to Wynberg High, which my mother says is a bit gommie. I am confused by the 

word although everyone in Mom’s family uses it. She explains it has to do with commonanvulgar 

places like Bellville, with people who have caravans and with expressions like “come with.” She 

orders me not to discuss any of this in front of Dawn’s husband, Warren. On Sundays our families 

do drives and lunch braais and make big plans with each other, like flying up to see Elton John in 

Sun City. Like buying a holiday house in Plett.  

We are at Silvermine. The light cuts, a sharp smack on the reservoir. Leaves glitter like 

tinfoil on the gum trees. The parents put chops on the braai grid and we all eat too many. When 

the meat is gone, we suck the mongo out of the slit at the top of the bone. After lunch, Nick and I 

go exploring. He wants me to take my swimsuit off and skinny-dip. I say no even though I like that 

he is asking and how he is asking it: his mouth slightly sneers; his words are somewhere between 

scornful and wanting. The scorn is showy and false, a hard shell around him, like the skin of an 

insect. Protection is all it stands for; I could peel it away with my fingers if he let me and one day 

he will, I will make sure of that. For now he is all about jokes and they are mostly about me. He 

makes fun. It’s not the other way around any more, ever. We are never even. He’s too quick and 

too strong. Too mean.  

Nick has stolen a stompie from behind Dawn’s back and he lights it at the water’s edge, 

crouching. There are gold hairs on his legs and his back is brown and peeling. “You’ve never got 

off with anyone, have you?” he asks. 
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“None of your beeswax,” I say.  

“I can tell you’ve never.” 

“Rubbish.” I cross my arms to cover up my embarrassment. “Ja, I’m so sure.”  

He tosses the stompie in the reservoir and shrugs. “I can tell.” He stretches, 

straightening. His body is like a ladder, each part as thin and strong and necessary as the next 

part, all of it ready to take you somewhere if you take the first step.  

“If you don’t get off with a boy before you’re twelve, then people will call you a lezzie,” he 

says. 

I don’t know exactly what a lezzie is, though there is a rumor of lezzieness going round at 

school about the music teacher. Karen Le Roux, who’s in my car pool and who’s in Standard 

Five, makes jokes about lezzies and says that Thursday is lezzie day. Our music teacher has 

crissy hair cut into a bowl and sweat marks underneath her arms. That’s about all I know, but it’s 

enough.  

“So do you want to or not?” Nick asks. His eyes narrow and he leans back on his hands 

to enjoy this even more. “Yes or no?” 

“I don’t know.” I am looking at his lips, imagining the wet threat inside.  

“I’m going to count to five,” Nick says, wriggling his toes in the mud, his voice skipping 

with the fun of a trick, of a new game. “After that, there’s no going back, one way or the other.” 

“Mess off.” But the tilt of his head and the curl of his lip sends it right back. He knows I’m 

no real match. We both count on that. 

“I bet you five Rand you won’t do it.” 

“You won’t pay,” I say. 

“If you do it, you get the five bucks,” he lies. “Fair is fair.”  

One. Karen le Roux says getting off makes you choke. Two. What it would it be like to 

have Nick stick his tongue in my mouth? I am afraid of its snaking flicker, the poison of someone 

else’s spit even if it is Nick’s. Especially if it is Nick’s. Three. What would it be like to stick my 

tongue in Nick’s mouth? Getting off is like the opposite of kissing for love: like two people eating 
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each other’s mouths. And he would eat my mouth first, that’s for sure. Four. Can I do it? I don’t 

want to. This is why he wants me to.  

Five. I close my eyes and Nick puts his arms around my waist. The dry brushing of his 

lips is a quiet, velvet danger. The cold flick of his tongue, however, is a shock, even though I 

knew it was coming. It is a strange shuddery thing but at the same time familiar on the inside, 

some private whisper like a memory pushing itself out of you. Into you. Like when someone sticks 

their finger in your belly button. Or the quick, horrible buzzing of a banged funny bone. I can only 

just bear the thick sliding search through the well of my mouth, the sweet mongo taste of him. 

And the dark wet press of our mouths slides into another dark wetness, the sweaty lezzie I am 

trying not to think of who is pushing her pit into my face, trying to make me gag.  

I pull back after counting eight Mississippi. That should be more than enough. 

Nick is pleased with himself when my face turns red. He yawns and winks. “So?” he asks 

with the smile he always wears when I win these bets, the special smile of the true winner. 

At night I relive the kiss over and over. By forgetting certain parts I remember something 

better and new. We kissed. It is no longer a bet. It doesn’t matter that I’ll never get my five Rand. 

Because the kiss is a promise, a sign of a future that will come no matter what. Nick and I will get 

married and have two children. End of story. 

 

 

“Who wants a drop more vino?” Nick’s step-dad Warren holds the bottle out to the 

parents.  

They all hold up their glasses. “Just a drop." 

Nick is given a little wine by the mothers. “Nicky!” Dawn says, just for the sake of saying 

his name. They have been like this the whole holiday. Sometimes Dawn plays with Nick’s hair, 

which she helped to peroxide. My mom calls Nick “Nicky” too, especially when she has had just a 

drop more vino. Everyone seems very pleased with him, with the way he is at fourteen. He is 

what my mom calls a born charmer, but what would she know, she doesn’t know him at all. 
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It’s nearly Christmas. Days and more days have rolled by since we left Cape Town for the 

Eastern Cape, for Port Alfred and Gonubie, for places in between. Dawn says this is the most 

heavenly sea in the world but I stay on guard. The Wild Coast is full of tricks and traps, spilling 

secret tides that tug you out and under. If you look closely, you see the beaches gloat. Wide 

smiles of white sand, a happy green sea all sunshine and shimmer on the surface, but you’d 

better watch out.  

We drive without a proper map. Some places aren’t even on a map, don’t even have 

names. Dawn knows the most because she comes from Queenstown. She says places she went 

to when she was young. Some of them have gentle sounds: Coffee Bay. Port Grosvenor. Never 

mind that their names come from the spilt cargoes of dead ships, from the dead ships 

themselves. Other beaches try to warn you the second you say them, jagged shapes of danger in 

your mouth. Haga Haga. The sounds split in two and whisper of risks that could make a person 

turn back. But once you’re there it’s too late. 

Here. The Haga Haga dunes tick with Christmas beetles, the waves are the drowning 

kind, and the beach spells trouble. It is so still and empty and perfect it makes my stomach turn, 

and we are alone when we swim in the lagoon spreading toward the sea. While our parents argue 

about the government and play Monopoly and drink from a box of wine with a tap on the end, 

Nick and I carve gashes into pieces of driftwood with his Swiss Army knife and walk to the Xhosa 

village on the hill where we buy light-blue bead amanxashelas to put around our ankles.  

“Hey Chunks,” he says. “Bet you won’t swim out there.” He wants me to swim out into the 

sea, far out where I can’t stand. Green swells loom, the edges tearing off, bleeding their white 

foam. We go out together. With the blade of my tongue I press panic into the roof of my mouth, 

but he knows I’m afraid and that’s why he’s here, nearby, not to help but to watch. Bet you won’t. 

“Watch out, Chunks.” He laughs, but there’s nothing funny about the wave ahead, its dark 

seething skin, the veins of seaweed traveling up toward its climbing crest. Closer.  

“I won’t drown,” I say.  

“You might.” 
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Back on the beach I cough strings of salted spit into the sand. He puts a hand on my 

back. Gulls swim through the wind above our heads, dropping their raw, shocked screams. Their 

pointless hysteria frightens me and I want to go home. “Get away from me,” I say to Nick. There 

are tears on the inside of my throat. 

We kiss three times under a low, shady beach tree. Our mouths are full of hot salt and 

the burn makes the kissing better.  

Nicky. Your hair is getting so long. Just a drop for you my boy don’t get any ideas. What 

would they know? He’s had ideas since forever.  

 

 

Our Haga house is a shack with no electricity. It smells from paraffin lamps and the 

moms think this is perfect. Every day my father and Warren fetch fish in buckets from the village. 

One night there are stacks of crayfish and the moms make garlic bread and get excited. They 

follow my dad down the dunes to make a beach braai.  

Up at the house, Warren shows me how to clean the crayfish.  He holds the inside of my 

wrist and brushes his thumb over my vein, a blue stripe beneath my skin. “It looks like that,” he 

says, looking at my eyes, not at my wrist. “Their guts. Right down the middle.” 

In the beginning I don’t want to, but soon I get good at gutting the crayfish, at spearing 

through the shell and removing the dark seam that runs through the animal. I split crayfish and 

peel their guts away in a neat string. 

“Good,” Warren said, with a little smile. The gutting does not disgust me anymore; now I 

have a rhythm going, and won’t even stop when the crayfish shells start to cut into the pad of my 

thumb. I am saving the disgust for later, for myself. I keep going, breathing into the burning 

crunch of it, pretending the cruelty is just a part of the job, pretending I don’t feel the clammy thrill 

somewhere at the back of my neck where Warren’s hand sits. Split. Pull. Next. Split. Pull.  

We cook the crayfish at the beach, but I can’t eat. The sea heaves. Guilt and 

homesickness and fear mix and twist in my stomach. Split. Pull. I’m going to be sick, I think. 

Something terrible is happening.  
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Two weeks before Christmas and I know what I am getting: I have asked for a Swiss 

Army knife, one the exact same as Nick’s. I like the smooth red casing, the way it contains its 

weapons, all neatly folded up and out of sight.  

We have moved up the coast, to Kenton-on-Sea. Warren has rented us a flat, a flat with a 

sea view and a TV. Kenton is full of people, mostly Vaalies, people from Johannesburg, from the 

Transvaal. My mom is irritated but she pretends she likes the place in front of Warren, because 

doing otherwise would be common and anyway he would not understand. One must make the 

best of it, she says, because TV and crowds on holiday cannot be explained to the Warrens of 

this world. 

There is a heat wave and it’s building. Days stick together, blurred into a single smudge 

of time. I stay out of sight. Our glinting flat is where I am to be found mostly, on the couch, eyes 

closed, because there are too many reflections. My mom orders me to jolly well pick up my lip, 

but I don’t want to do anything. I have come to hate the beach, its endless headache shine, the 

too-warm waves killing themselves the same way every day on the shore. I prefer to stay inside 

until it’s so boring that I’m forced to spy on Nick at the tidal river. He is learning to windsurf with a 

group of boys who say “kief” and “lank blind” all the time, and with girls who flip their lemon-juice 

blonde hair. These girls have flat Eastern Cape voices and flat tummies. They all look the same 

to me. Not the kind of girls to accept bets but the kind of girls who propose them. I take my towel 

to the river mouth but only sometimes. If Nick sees me there he won’t say “hi,” or even “hi 

Chunks,” which is fine by me, what do I care. 

Nick does this thing with his knife: he can slide the blade out without using his other 

hand. By rolling his thumbnail just so, the metal swings out like magic. I’ve become obsessed with 

trying to flick the blade open, practicing with his knife all the time so that eventually I will do it as 

well as he can, maybe better.  
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The days repeat, making a pattern. The same color and heat. “So tell us about last night.” 

Nick’s mom strokes his hair, her mouth dreamy. Nick rolls his eyes and picks up a guitar. “Who 

did you meet at the disco?”  

And Nick says “don’t say disco, that’s embarrassing.”  

I pretend to watch TV. Nick pretends to hate the questions even though the moms make 

him feel important, tickling his back with their nails, or pushing his hair from his eyes. Nick is 

having fun at Kenton. He is going to places I’m not allowed to go to because my mom says I am 

too young. Tonight he is going to see the band Ella Mental at the beach club.  

“…you little Casanova,” my mom says to Nick and it’s enough, so I turn up the TV in the 

flat. “Chips” is on. The moms tease Nick and get fakely cross with him when he asks for a drag of 

a Bennie and Hennie. Up goes the TV sound. I pick up the pocket-knife but I already know it will 

beat me. The more I practice the worse it gets, especially if he is watching.  

“Cheers, you people.” Nick holds up a hand; I see it out of the corner of my eye. I know 

from the voices that there are boys at the door, boys who call each other “bru,” who have Gotcha 

surfer shorts and kuif hair like Nick’s. I don’t need to look. I know everything I need to know. The 

knife slips from my fingers and falls to the floor. I stare into the TV, at Ponch and John on their 

motorbikes. They are radioing across the highway to each other. There is a situation, they say, 

and put their sirens on. 

 

 

The days repeat. But some nights I bunk out, slipping from my window. I cross the dunes 

in search of beach parties and when I find them, I pull back to hide, edging into the dark, trying to 

make out the orange glow of people’s faces. People look the same at night, by firelight. They look 

the same when they drink, when they hug each other and smoke cigarettes. Mostly I keep my 

eyes low, on the damp sand at the tide line. Ahead in the dark, the water washes and spreads the 

sand all over again, offering up pathetic treasure for its trouble: beds of pounded shell, a piece of 

jellyfish, or maybe on a lucky streak a piece of glass worn smooth and useless.   

If he saw me, he would laugh, then tell me to mess off.  
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Nick’s laughter is a thing not a sound. It is soft on the outside but contains splinters 

impossible to remove and I should know. There is layer upon layer of it inside me, pushing at my 

bones and digging into the slippery slots between my ribs. Ha ha ha, Chunks. He’s been laughing 

at me since forever. What I hate most is that I don’t hate it completely. Better than nothing. Or so I 

tell myself when I watch him at the lagoon, putting his hand through the long hair of older girls in 

crochet bikinis.  

Beds of pounded shell. A piece of jellyfish. Keep your head down and hate yourself, 

because you more than deserve it. That’s what I think as I walk back to the flat. My heels grind 

into the sand. Hard bits of shell scrape the soles of my feet but my skin won’t get cut; my feet are 

tough. I am getting used to this. Still, I wish we would leave this crowded lonely place and go 

back the way we came, driving the long route, following the spine of the Wild Coast, stopping at 

nameless beaches scattered with the broken necks of shipwrecks where the mothers tanned 

topless, where my mom climbed around rock pools holding a lemon, a bottle of Tabasco, Nick’s 

Swiss Army knife. 

She cut oysters from the rocks, squeezing lemon onto them. They curled in the burny 

yellow juice. And she swallowed them raw.  

Nick acted like he would vomit, but I did not mind the idea of the oyster pulsing down my 

throat, the soft slip into the stomach. He watched my mother slice, squirt, eat. “That’s revolting,” 

Nick said, but he was much more revolting, peeling mussels from the rocks when my mom isn’t 

looking, pulling the flesh out of the shell, spreading the mussel open. He laughed, opening and 

closing the mussel’s puffy orange lips: “What does this remind you of?” 

“I don’t know what you’re talking about.” 

He smiled. “I’m so sure, Chunky. Ja, I’m so sure.” 

Better than nothing.  

When I hate Nick most, I see myself with hard new plans. I picture myself with stinging 

clever plots in my eyes, but I can’t picture the tricks themselves. I don’t know how to beat him and 

even if I did, he’s always a step ahead. That night after the oysters, like tonight, he will slide into 

my room smelling of braai and cigarette smoke and moaning proudly about groot babbelas, the 
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big hangover. I will turn away when he tries to kiss me. “You are revolting,” I will say. And he will 

swallow up the lie with his lips, smoothing out the real truth with his lovely hands that live to mock. 

 

 

I do not have a lot of choices. No crochet bikini, says my mother. Too expensive, too 

suggestive. Verging on gommie. I want to push the point but I am afraid of her this week. She is 

having silent fights with my father, who is being his usual standoffish self and who can blame 

him? Warren and Dawn carry on like newlyweds and I know my father would like to be far away 

from that, like back at home with his patients in the surgery, dealing in the kind of closeness he 

can bear. His hands inside people’s bodies. Their mouths shut.  

As for Warren, he is all about closeness, always sitting on the edge of your chair, or 

stealing up on you and covering your eyes with his hands, trying to give you a fright. Warren’s a 

big teaser, playing the same stupid tricks: making a lit cigarette disappear into his mouth, and 

then flipping it out with a curl of his tongue; picking up your ponytail and tickling you with it while 

forcing you to answer in his knock-knock jokes. Who’s there? Ivy. Ivy who? I-vee on the doorstep, 

you mop it up. 

“Hey, beautiful. Want to come with me to get the Christmas tree?” Warren asks, perching 

on the arm of my chair. He calls everyone “beautiful” in the commonanvulgar gommie way. 

Beaudiful. In the background, Nick puts gel in his hair. He’s going out. “You can choose the tree,” 

Warren adds. “And we’ll get King Cones after. Lekker bekker, hey?” 

“No.”  

“No?” Warren grins. “No?” Warren finds this hilarious and roars. I can see all the way 

down his pink throat. His whole mouth is fillings. His eyes are a watery and light bluebottle-blue 

and sit strangely in his dark face. Warren gets drunk a lot because he is happy about his new 

business selling Kreepy Krawlies, the pool vacuum cleaners. “You can have one on me when you 

fill that gat in your garden,” he says to my dad all the time. “You have to fill that hole,” he repeats, 

and laughs. Mom says he is harmless even though she gets cross when he gets really vrot and 

shouts about the flipping bloody Afs. My dad always leaves the room when Warren talks politics, 
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creeping away like a hermit crab. Dad likes to slip away but Warren likes to stay right where he is, 

preferably closer. 

“He’s of a lower echelon,” my mom explains to my dad.  “He’s a simple man. Bellville. 

What can one expect?”  

Warren waits on the arm of my chair, jiggling his knee. He picks up my ponytail with his 

flat brown fingers and tickles my neck with it. King Cones and Christmas trees and my answer is 

no, because Warren is not a simple man. But my mother snaps because she’s actually had it with 

me. “Bloody well go and get the tree,” she says. “You’ve been sitting on that couch like a sack of 

mealies all week.” 

I pull my legs up onto the chair. I am not going anywhere. I don’t need any knock-knock 

jokes or glances from Warren’s smiley, too-blue eyes, smiles meant to hint as his hand settles 

onto my neck: What does this remind you of? Instead, I ignore all of the parents, making hot-

cross buns in the mosquito bites on my legs with my thumbnail. I will stay at home and play with 

Nick’s knife. If he gets to do what he wants, then so can I. Fair is fair. 

 

 

It is Christmas day and the tree is dead. Or maybe it was DOA when Warren bought it. Its 

fir branches are all crispy and yellowing, strangled by heat and tinsel. Nobody cares, least of all 

me. I’ve got what I wanted, more or less: Swiss Army knife from my parents, crochet bikini from 

Dawn. I’ve also spent twelve Rand of my own money on Nick, buying fishing lures from the tackle 

shop. Warren promised to take him fishing which will probably never happen but still. 

Nick holds up the lures as mock-earrings and says “Dankie Chunky.” That’s as good as 

I’ll get from him this Christmas, but how can you be disappointed when you don’t expect a 

present in the first place?  

By two o’clock, the wind bangs at the patio sliding doors and things get suddenly gloomy, 

the way they always do after Christmas lunch. The heat wave is worse now, spreading like a bad 

mood through all of the rooms. The flat is bloated and tense with a Sunday feeling, although it’s 
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Wednesday. This means a bad aftertaste in the room’s hopeless air. The taste of other people’s 

hiccups.  

Outside, metal clouds flash bright gray across the sun. We notice the flat’s sad corners.  

“Yuck.” I make a vomit sound and my mom frowns, but I can’t help it; there’s a fly stuck in 

the brandy butter. I accidentally amputate one of its greasy legs when I try to help it escape. That 

does not stop it from trying to get away.  

Nick says he’s going out. He has better things to do and who wouldn’t? I want to go with 

him. Wherever, it doesn’t matter, even if he says the worst possible slimy things to me. Anything 

beats the Christmas spirit here. My mother and father, and even lovey-dovey Warren and Dawn, 

they all look weepy and sweaty and ready to kill themselves or each other, the way people do 

after too much Christmas roast eaten in an African place. They argue over the Monopoly board, 

shouting about hotel properties like they are spending real money. It’s only a matter of time 

before they will shout about a whole year’s worth of miseries, I could bet fifty Rand on that.  

The crippled fly smears its leftover legs along the side of the butter dish.  

“You said five hundred Ront and I gave it, lovey,” Warren tells Dawn, re-counting pink 

money from the Monopoly bank. His temper rises. “I borrowed it already, man!” 

“Lent,” Dad says. “Lent.” 

Nick says I can go out with him, but he disappears while I brush my hair. I will want to 

shout at him later, but we both know why I’ll bite my lip. Nick always calls the shots. He knows 

how to turn everything around. Where were you, Chunks? or You took too long.  

Back in the lounge, my mom’s forehead creases as she sleeps on the couch and Warren 

tells Dawn to fetch more ice. “Ja,” he says to my dad. “You can see why blacks don’t develop on 

their own, man.” He wipes his face with his shirt. “Brains is just climate, hey.”  

My father spreads his newspaper in front of his face and reads. “There’s a red tide,” he 

says. “Up the coast. Coffee Bay.” 

Warren smiles. 

I leave the glass doors open when I leave, so air can come in and go out. 
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Alone at the beach, I think of where Nick might be and imagine a gang of voices around 

him. Hot wind flings sand into my new crochet bikini, stinging my raw blinking stomach, a 

revolting white moon that has never seen the sun. Bikini. What a joke. 

My eyes itch. I hate him for managing, still, to get love out of me by simply reaching in 

whenever he feels like it. Split. Pull. But I know not to blink, to dry the tears before they start. A 

girl like me must remember the rule of the game: don’t give up, just give yourself up. What’s 

important is the goal. Nick and I will get married one day and have two children. No matter what. 

Until then, there is one good thing: a handful of Chappies gum in my beach bag. I read 

the “Did You Knows?” on the Chappies wrappers and chew like it counts. I love these wrappers. 

The waxy paper squares of yellow and red and blue have their own power and children all over 

the country respect it. There is no such thing as a useless Chappies wrapper. They always tell 

you what you don’t know. And you never get the same one twice.  

I read them close for clues. Maybe there is one that explains why certain kinds of love 

need to embarrass you from the inside out, scraping out your best parts. Or maybe one that tells 

you how to make yourself exactly right for the wrong kind of boy. I’m so sure. 

Did You Know? If you put all the skin cells of one human being end to end, they would 

cross the Indian Ocean? I watch the sea and picture our skin cells, Nick’s and mine, side by side 

in two long strings like human seaweed. The cells swim end to end, stringing together to span the 

ocean. Of course Nick’s would get there first. We could bet on that.  

The wind wipes the whites off the waves. My thighs burn, turn red, but I’m too scared to 

swim. I stay where I am, playing with my knife, trying and failing to flick the blade. Out in the 

choppy waves, someone is swimming. A dot of dark hair bobs up and over the swells, and the girl 

swims in to shore, somehow straight in all the swaying sea.  

She comes out of the water and walks, as thin and brown as a pretzel stick and in a bikini 

so bright it looks like it could stain her skin. I stare without staring, the way only a girl can.  

Before the afternoon is through, our towels are side by side. She has a long tight shoe-

polish-black plait, so tight it’s obvious someone does it for her. Her teeth are as white as 
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cuttlefish. She has real sunglasses, not the cheap kind. Her fingernails are big and square like an 

adult’s and colored the same way, with see-through polish and pale tips. She shares a naartjie 

with me and I say hardly anything. 

Later, there will be pictures of her horse in Johannesburg. I will hear about her dad who is 

very old and an ambassador from Europe, and her mom who is Afrikaans and a famous ballet 

dancer. I will hear about her school where their uniforms are green and everyone has ties, even 

the junior school. I will read a letter from Kim, Taryn’s best friend, who, like Taryn, gets her legs 

waxed instead of shaving. And I will understand that I am lucky to know all of this information, that 

Taryn is being generous. 

By Boxing Day we are already officially best holiday friends and Taryn tells me I’m her 

second best friend in the whole world, after Kim only.  

We sit away from the heat and the crowds in the rock pools, smearing Johnson’s Baby 

Oil on our skin. Beneath our cooling feet, black mussels gleam. If Nick was here, he’d rip their 

flesh out for his favorite joke. What does this remind you of?  

But we’re too grown-up for that. 

 

 

Nick bets me that Taryn’s lying about her age. He thinks she’s really twelve or even 

younger than me and is just acting thirteen because she looks it. He also thinks she’s a spoiled 

little crunchie Afrikaans girl who thinks the sun shines out of her bum. He doesn’t care if her 

father comes from Europe, and maybe she’s lying about that too? How much d’you wanna bet?  

Taryn says Nick’s a doos who thinks he a big man. She says he’s not worth the salt in his 

semen and we giggle. When Taryn talks about Nick it’s hard to believe he exists, hard to imagine 

his hands and the ideas in his eyes. When I’m with Taryn, I’m only interested in her, in making up 

dances to “Der Kommissar” or sitting in the rock pools. When I am with her, Nick’s laugh floats 

over and past me. He can laugh his guts out; I have Taryn and a tan to protect me now. Kenton is 

the best place on earth, and I never want to leave. 
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I’m not the only one who thinks Taryn is exquisite. Warren calls her a stunner and when 

Taryn phones to invite me to the Wimpy, he jokes with her asking, “Can I come too?” Dawn 

doesn’t like it when Warren jokes like this and she especially doesn’t like it when he repeats 

himself with a glass of white wine in his hand. “Beaudiful girl.” Warren’s eyes get extra-watery and 

extra-light when he’s like that and my mother makes a face when he says ‘Beaudiful’. “Stunning 

stunning stunning girl,” Warren moans.  

“Vroeg ryp, vroeg vrot,” says Dawn, and takes his glass away.  

Early to ripen, early to rot. But Warren’s still nodding to himself and wondering out loud 

about Taryn’s dark skin, her black shiny hair, and he’s trying to bug my dad who is concentrating 

intensely on his book, ignoring Warren’s newest idea on Taryn: “Touch of the tar brush maybe? I 

could swear she’s a bit Coloured, hey.” 

 When I tell Taryn Nick’s the only boy I’ve ever kissed she thinks it’s funny and sad, so 

funny and sad that I hold off telling her how things will one day be. Instead, we listen to Taryn’s 

ideas, and she’s got lots. When she sleeps over, she tells me some special moves to use on 

Nick. She says the best ones you can make come from the side or from behind. My mother would 

probably agree. She often makes my dad sleep in the guest room.  

 Nick pauses outside my door at night, and I can hear him breathe, can smell his smoke.  

In the dark, I giggle with Taryn. My throat jumps with a hard leap, like I swallowed a spark, a Pop 

Rock. This is what it feels like to punish. A temporary punishment, but still. Thanks to Taryn I’ve 

got the guts to turn things around and skop Nick sideways like he least expects. You took too 

long. Serves him right.  

 “Lightweight,” Taryn mutters, jerking her chin and making her eyes go cloudy and 

sarcastic when Nick is around. Boys. Not worth their salt. But girls are another story. We’ll be 

friends until the day we die, and I know it’s true because we’re going to prick our fingers with my 

knife before we leave Kenton and seal it in blood. 

 Second-best friends forever.  
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New Year’s Eve: the beach club is having a big party with Evoid playing and I am not 

allowed to go. End of story. My mother thinks I’m going to stay over at Taryn’s and watch a video. 

I lie to my mother’s face and it’s a piece of cake. 

Taryn lets me borrow a pink French Connection tee shirt and matching skirt. She has 

more clothes on holiday than I have at home. When she is in the loo, I open her cupboard and 

touch her sweatshirts, from Hilton Weiner, from Benetton, piled in a pale pressed stack. I put my 

hands into the folds of the shirts and imagine myself into Taryn’s body. What is it like to be dark, 

long, adored? To be a 34B, not flat-as-beach-bats like Nick says of me.  

Taryn has lace bras from Cross Your Heart and her mother lets her have proper red 

lipstick, not just gloss or tinted Lip Ice. She applies it the way a mother would, smiling wide and 

sudden and false into the mirror and sweeping the color on.  

I spray on Blue Jeans perfume. Taryn wrinkles her nose and smiles helpfully, not meanly, 

which makes it somehow worse. “Body Spray?” she says. “You’re too sweet already.” But before I 

can feel hurt, she rubs her wrist on my neck and it smells like nighttime and the deep scent that 

beats inside the fur of cats. A darker sweetness. “Egyptian Musk oil,” she says, her wrist warming 

the skin of my neck. “You see? You’re beaudiful.”  

When she says it, I somehow believe it, even though I know deep down she’s just being 

sweet, not truthful. But when she says it, the word itself sounds true. And somehow beautiful. 

 

 

My first concert. There is a marquee pitched on the sand and I lose Taryn early on in the 

crowd, but it’s okay, because Evoid makes up for it. They stalk up and down the stage. They are 

warriors, their faces sweating war paint, their eyes bright and furious and happy. When they laugh 

it’s the scary laugh of tribal demons, or maybe it’s just a joke, I can’t tell, it’s my first concert 

anyway so how should I know.  

I squeeze my way to the front during “Taxi Man” and Nick is there, his arms loose, his 

chest smeared with colored beach zinc. Taryn is next to him.   
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Pay up pay up pay up, the band sings and Nick feels me staring. Taryn shakes her head 

at me , but I don’t know what to do. The band crouches like animals, whispers instructions. I 

obey, moving forward toward Nick, hopeful. Taryn rolls her eyes, holds up a beer bottle and soon 

she’s between other bodies, a lifeguard lifting her onto his shoulders, people touching her smooth 

dark legs and getting away with it under the hot lights, like we all want to do. 

When Nick grabs me by the wrist, his grip twists my skin. He pulls me away, past and 

through the people. The sweaty tent is like a hot mouth.  

Outside, the sand is cold and dark, and the wind flips and drops. “Say you love me. You 

do don’t you, Chunks?” 

“Stop calling me that.”  

He drags a finger across my cheek. “Say it.” 

“Mess off.” 

I let him kiss me because I always have, but he can’t make me say anything. In the tent, 

the countdown for New Year begins. Ten. Nine.  

“If you say it first, I’ll say it too,” he slurs.  

“Liar.” 

“Bet you won’t.” His eyes shine with laughter spots. Eight. Seven.  

“I love you.”  

He curls a hand into my neck, sticky with beer. He pulls back, his mouth warps into a 

soppy smile and in the dark his eyes skitter across mine. Six. He wipes his mouth with the back of 

his hand. I stand as still as possible, so as not to interrupt. Just in case he’s ready to tell the truth. 

Five. He crushes me into his chest. Four. His hands slip down my back. Three. Pay up. Pay up. 

It’s my turn to win, Nick. You owe me. Two. He looks deeply into my eyes, and he’s struggling, his 

mouth working, nothing coming out. Yet.  

One. Nick vomits all over Taryn’s shirt.  
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The red tide is here. I get home early from Taryn’s but only my dad is up. He is on the 

balcony, drinking coffee and reading the warning in the paper, surrounded by dirty ashtrays. 

Everyone else in the flat is sleeping off the cheap New Year’s champagne that Warren brought up 

all the way from Stellenbosch, from KWV. Warren’s brother works there so he got the champagne 

for free although champagne can’t come from Stellenbosch, champagne can only come from 

France and so this is just bubbly plonk, still nice, but just a local bubbly, not the same, my mother 

said when Warren was pouring.  

Dad’s eyes look as hard and flat as the sea sizzling in the heat. The waves are small, 

sluggish. “Time to go home,” he says. 

I can’t see anything red, but Dad says sometimes you can’t. The water doesn’t have to 

change color, but the tide is still there. Perhaps it will be visible in a few days, the water turning 

rusty with bacteria. “What’s wrong?” I ask him.  

The sea is cooking, he explains, the temperatures too high, the glare on the water too 

bright. When the sea overheats, tiny algae overproduce and poison the shellfish. “The predators 

trap the toxins in their cells,” he says. 

There’s a warning down the coast. No shellfish is to be eaten until the papers say you 

can. “Pity,” Warren says when he makes it downstairs. “I was going to make my special New 

Year paella.” Warren asks me how my New Year’s Eve went and if I found a vakansie romansie. I 

can’t come up with a comment because there is something yellow and new on his eyeball, and it 

is distracting and terrifying. “From the sun,” he says, noticing my noticing.  

“So, Doctor. What does red tide even do,” Mom asks Dad, cutting off an answer with her 

face, gray and puffy and with grudges in every line.  

 “Where’s Nick?” Dawn asks, yawning.  

“I’ll get it scraped off at home.” Warren rubs his yellow eye.  

“Where’s Nicky?” Dawn repeats. “And more importantly, where are my cancer sticks?” 
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Looking for Nick on the beach, I wonder what he remembers from last night – last year – 

and if I can forget it. The sun strips everything of color and I walk for hours. In the bleached light, 

forgiveness seems possible. I bleach out the memory, re-remember the scene. Bleach the stream 

of vomit from the shirt, bleach his wet hacking laugh as he spun away and waved a ten Rand bill 

for all the times you won our bets Chunky for all the times I didn’t pay up. 

A clean sun boils out the old year, makes the new one fresh and unpolluted. The sea is a 

guaranteed blue. We will be gone soon.  

I see them from a distance, their heads together, heat lines wobbling on their faces, 

merging them into one.  

By the time I get to the rock pool, they have separated but they are still together, a secret 

air between their heads since who knows how long. “Hello,” I say to Nick and Taryn.  

Taryn smiles, not unkindly, not guiltily, just the smile she had made for me, the smile she 

used when she told me I was too sweet for my own good. “Hi Charlotte,” Nick says, looking down 

into the water. 

I step towards them and slide a foot into the pool. It’s the same temperature as the air. 

“Shot! You can do it.” At first I don’t follow what Nick is saying, but then I realize I’ve suddenly 

done it without thinking, flipped the blade of my knife with one hand. “When did you learn that 

trick?” 

“I’ve learned a lot of tricks you wouldn’t know about.”  

Nick laughs. And that’s when everything changes, the whole picture. “I know all about 

you,” he says through his laugh. “I know you like the back of my hand.” But he doesn’t know me, 

not anymore, and there is a lot, in fact, that he doesn’t know. For instance, he doesn’t know the 

real color of the water, the hidden red. He can’t see properly, and by the time he opens his eyes, 

it will be too late. 

I, however, can see everything. I look up. I can see the white sky and now I understand it 

is not air, but a skin, a membrane pulled tight like a drum, wrapping us in and under. I drop my 

eyes back to the water. I can see the red rock pool. I can see my knife pushing through her. I can 

see her slip and bang her head on the rock. Blood blooms in the water, and the sea creatures 
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filter it in. The wound keeps leaking. There is more redness in us than we ever believe and I am 

not sorry to see the stain pump and spread. Blood blames the bleeder, your body finding fault 

with something you have done. If you bleed, it’s because you deserve the cut. 

I see them for what they are. They see nothing, only each other and last year’s idea of all 

of us.  

“Careful with that,” Taryn says.  

My hand tightens on the knife. I blink, bend into a crouch, slice an oyster from the rock, 

like my mom does. Straightening, I smile and meet Taryn’s eye and picture her spilling her guts 

out, her stomach twisted like a sailor’s knot, her throat split with the burn of her insides. The funny 

thing is, red tide doesn’t harm the sea creatures; that’s what my dad says. They are just the host, 

passing the sickness on.  

Behind us, the waves are bright, jumping with sun. Deep beneath, fish bodies bloat and 

rise. I can see them travel up without even looking. I don’t even have to turn around to know what 

is going on.  

“Bet you twenty Rand you won’t eat this raw.” I hold out my hand to Nick, offering him the 

oyster, because he is my betting partner. I will be only slightly sorry when he takes the milky flesh 

from its shell, but he will forgive me one day, I will make sure of that. And then Nick and I will get 

married and have two children, a boy and a girl. End of story.  

 


